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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

I .(currently amended): An image on-demand transmirang device performing an image

ffansmission by an on-demand request Issued from a receiving side, comprising;

a unit obtaining an image;

a buffer memory imit lemporaqly storing the image with a full quality and a full

fr^P^grgte obtained by said image obtaining unit;

a quasi-moving image transmitting unit transmitting a quasi-moving iimge

acquired by degrading a quality and a frame transmission rate of the image obtained by said

image obtaining uniti and

a transniirting unit performing a predetermined process for an image read from

said buffer memory unit, and for transmitting the image to the receiving side tipon a request

issued from the receiving side so that the receiving side displays the quasi-mQvinK ima^re with

the quality and the frame transmission rate of the image transmined .

2. (original): The image on-demand transmitting device according to cUim 1 , wherein

said iransmiaing unit reads a panicular single image frame from said buffer

memory unit, encodes the read frame to a shaip image, and transmits rhe encoded image to the

receiving side.

3, (original); The image on-demand iransmining device according to claim 1, wherein
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said transmiiiwig imil reads a particular single image fraine from said buffer

memoiy imit, encodes ihv read frame to a sharp image, and transmiis the encoded image to the

receiving side, and at the same time, said iransmitiing unit sequentially reads a succeeding or

preceding image frame, wjjjcb is stored in said buffer memory unit, encodes xbe read frame to a

shaip image, and transmits the encoded image to the receiving side.

4.(original): The image on-demand transmitting device according to claim 1 . wherein

said iransmiiiing unit reads a plurality of particular image frames from said buffer

memory unit, generates a single image frame by reducing and synthesizing the plurality of

particular image frames, encodes the generated frame to a sharp image, and transmits the

encoded image to the receiving side.

5.(original): The image on-demand transmitting device according to claim 1, wherein

said transmitting unit encodes to a sharp image only an image that is partially

extracted from an image frame read from said buffer memory unit, and transm its the encoded

image to the receiving side.

6.{0Tiginal}: The image on-demand transmitting device according to claim 5, wherein

which ponion to be extracted from the image frame read from said buffer memory

unit is determined by selecting a predetermined extraction pattern on the receiving side.

7.(Qrig;nal): The image on-demand transmitting device according to claim 1, wherein
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serial numbers are assigned lo respective image firames of the quasi-moving

image, and a senal number is speciiied wiib a predetermined method on the receiving side, so

that a transmission request is issued to said transmitting unit.

8.(currenily amended): An image on-demand transmitting device perfonning an image

transmission by an on-demand request issued from a receiving side, comprising:

an image obiaimng unit obtaining an image;

a first buffer memory unit temporarily storing the image with a ftili quality and a

full frame rate obtained by said image obtaining unit;

a second buffer memory unit reading the image stored in said fiist buffer memory

unit and for storing the read image with a full quality and a full frame rate , by a request issued

from the receiving side;

a quasi-moving image transmitting unit transmitting a quasi-moving image

acquired by degrading a quality and a frame transmission rate of the image obtained by said

image obtaining unit; and

a controUing/transmining unit making said second buffer memory unit store the

image read from said first bu^Ter memory unit by an on-demand request issued from the

receiving side, and for performing a predetennined process for an image read from said second

buffer memory unit, and transmitting the image to the receiving side by a request issued from the

receiving side so that the receiving side displfiys the quasi-moving image with the quality and the

frame transmission rare ofthe image transmitted .

9,(original); The image on-demand transmitting device according to claim K wherein
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said coatroUmg/iransminmg unit reacjs a particular single image firame &ora said

second buffer memory unii, encodes the read frame lo a sharp image, and transmits the encoded

image to the receiving side.

I O.(original): The image on-demand transmitting device accordmg to claim 8, wherein

said controlling/transmitting umt reads a panicular single image frame from said

second buffer memory unit, encodes the read fimie to a sharp image, and transmits the encoded

image to the receiving side, and at the same time, said controUing^tnmsn)itting unit sequentially

reads a succeeding or precedmg image frame, which is stored in said second buffer memory unit,

encodes the read frame to a sharp image, and transmits the encoded image to the receiving side.

I \ .(original)^ The image on-demand n^mining device according to 9 or 1 0, further

comprising

a thumbnail buffer memory unit putting into a thumbnail a quasi-moving image

frame when a temporary storage request is issued &om the receiving side to said second buffer

memory umt, and for storing the thumbnail, wherein

the receiving side identifies an image &ame stored in said second buffer memory

unit by specifying a thumbnail stored in said djumbnail buffer memory unit.

I2,(origJtval) The image on-demand oransmiiting device according to claim 8, wherein
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said controlUng/transmittuig unn reads a piuraliry ofpanicular image frames from

,said second buffer memory unit, gtrnmtes a single image frame by reducing and synthesizing

xhe plurality ofparticular image frames, encodes the generated image frame to a sharp image,

and transmits the encoded image to the receiving side.

13.(cuirently amended): An image on-4emapd transmitting method performing an

image transmission by an on-demand reqiiest issued from a receiving side, comprising:

(a) obtaining an image;

(b) temporarily storing the image with a fiill quality and a full frame rate

obtained in the step (a);

Cc) transmitting a quasi-moving image acquired by degrading a quality and a

frame transmission rate of the image obtained in the step (a); and

(d) perfonning a predetermined process for an image stored in the step (b),

and transmitting the image to the receiving side, by an on-demand request issued from the

receivmg side so that the receiving sid^ <lisplay5 \i\e quasi-moving image with the quality and the

frapf^e transmission race of the image transmitted .

l4-Corig(nal): The image on-demand transmitting method according to claim 13, wherein

the step (b) reads a panicular single image frame from the image stored in the step

(b), encodes the read frame to a sharp image, and transmits the encoded image to the receiving

side.

1 5. (original): The image on-demand nransraiuing method accordmg to claim 13, wherein
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the siep (d) reads a pamcular single image frame from the image stored in the step

(b), encodes the read frame to a shaip image, and Transmits the encoded image to the receiving

side, and at the same lime, the step (d) sequentially reads a succeeding or preceding image frame,

which is stored in the step (b), encodes the read frame to a sharp image, and transmits the

encoded image to the receiving side.

16.(or1ginal): The image on-demand transmitting method according to claim 13, wherein

the step (d) reads a plurality ofpanicular image frames from the image stored in

the step (b), generates a single image frame by reducing and synthesizing the plurality of

panicular image frames, encodes the generated image frame to a sharp image, and transmits the

encoded image to the receiving side.

1 7.(original): The image on-demand transmiuing method according to claim 1 3 . wherein

the step (d) encodes to a sharp image only an image that is partially extracted

from the image frame read from the image stored in the step (b), and transmits the encoded

image to the receiving side.

18.(original): The image on-demand transmitting method according to claim 17. wherein

which ponion to be extracted from the image frame read from the image stored in

the step (b) is deteraiined by selecting a predetermined extraction pattern on the receiving side.

1 9.(original): The image on-demand transmitting device according to claim 13, wherein
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senal numbers are assigned to respective image frames of the quasi-moving

image, mid a serial number is specified with a predeiennined method on the receiving side, so

that a transmission reijuesi is issued in The step (d).

20.(cun-enily amended): An image on-demand transmitting method performing an

image transmission by an on-demand request issued from a receiving side, comprising.

(a) obtaining an image;

(b) TPTnpnrflrily fitoring the image with a full quality and a foil frame rate

obtained in The step (a);

(c) reading the image stored in the step (b) and storing the read intage, by a

request issued from the receiving side;

(d) transmitting a quasi-moving image acquired by degrading a quality and a

frame transnaission rate of the image obtained m the step (a); and

(e) storing in the step (c) an image read from the image stored in ihe step (b)

by an on-demand request issued from the receiving side, and performing a predetermined process

for an unage read from the image stored in the step (c) and transmitting the image to the

receiving side by a request issued from the receivmg side so that the receiving side displays the

quasi-moving image with the quality and the frame transmission rate ofthe image transmincd .

21 .(original): The image on-4emand transmitting method according to claim 20. wherein

the step (e) reads a particular single image frame from the image stored m the step

(c). encodes the read frame to a sharp image» and transmits the encoded image to the receiving

Side.
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22.(original): The image on-demand transinimne method accorcUng to claim 20, wherein

the step (e) r«ads a particular single image frame from the image stored in the step

(c), encodes the read frarae to a sharp image, and transmits the encoded image to the receivmg

side, and at the same time, the step (e) sequentially reads a succeeding or preceding image trame,

which is stored in the step (c), encodes the read frame to a sharp image, ^d transmits the

encoded image to the receiving side.

23.(origmal): The image on-demand iransmining method according to 21 or 22, further

comprising:

(0 puning into a thumbnail a quasi-moving image frame when a temporary

storage request in the step (c) is issued from the receiving side, and storing the thumbnail,

wherein

The receiving side idenlifres an image frame stored in the step (c) by specifying a

thumbnail stored in the step (0.

24.(original): The image on-demand transmining method according to claim 20, wherein

the step (e) reads a plurality ofparticular image frames from the image stored in

the step (b), generates a single image fttune by reducing and synthesizing the plurality of

particular image frames, encodes the generated image fimne lo a sharp image, and transmits the

encoded image to the receiving side.
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